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OPPORTUNITY
Known worldwide as Michigan’s Little Bavaria, Frankenmuth and its businesses annually attract over three 
million visitors each tourist season. Energy savings was important, but dependable lighting and color 
was equally important. The existing outdoor lighting system included a total of 145 metal halide fixtures. 
Averaging operating time of 12 hours per day, the existing streetlights lights burn an estimated 4,380 hours 
each annually, consuming more than 150,000 kWh (kilowatt hour). It is estimated that replacing the metal 
halide bulbs and drivers with LED fixtures would reduce energy consumption by approximately 100,000 kWh.

SOLUTION
Through an Advanced Lighting Technology Grant, the City of Frankenmuth received funds of approximately 
$61,000 to retrofit existing streetlight fixtures. The Downtown Development Authority (DDA) focused on 
retrofit kit assemblies in place of new fixtures because of the quality and aesthetics of the existing fixtures. The 
city awarded a contract to Medler Electric of Bay City, Michigan, to install Revolution Lighting’s Illumadisk 40, 
an LED retrofit kit assembly. Choosing Revolution Lighting allowed the city to keep their original aesthetics 
and install the best LED light engine available. The custom retrofit lighting kits replaced metal halide bulbs 
and drivers with technically-advanced LED fixtures, saving energy, maintenance and money. Undertaking this 
project cut the City of Frankenmuth and DDA energy costs by more than 60% annually.
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Shoebox Retrofit (Illumadisk 40)

Tear Drop Retrofit (Illumadisk 40)

“LED’s are a rapidly evolving technology and it can be a challenge 
working with the ever changing nuances of the industry. Revolution 
Lighting personnel were excellent in helping us with the knowledge 
and information so that we could make informed decisions.”

PRODUCT BENEFITS

 � 3X greater lamp life than 
fluorescent, supported by 
industry-leading 7-year 
warranty on LEDs and 
5-year warranty on power 
supply

 � 88,000 hour lamp life 
reduces long-term 
maintenance costs 

 � Negligible light 
depreciation over time

 � Superior light output

 � RoHS compliant

 � Lack of UV or IR minimizes 
concerns with fading or 
discoloration 

 � Mercury-free, allowing for 
non-hazardous disposal

OPERATIONAL SAFETY SUSTAINABILITY
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